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Abstract
Natural calamities are on a rise with each passing year. Disasters like floods and
fire take many lives all around the world, especially in remote areas or less developed
countries. One such incident was the Kerala Floods in India where rescue services had
difficulty reaching to all the people on time since a huge landmass (more than 9
districts) was flooded and hence villagers or other people risked their lives to save
others in danger without proper safety equipment. Amazon Rainforest Fires was
another example for a major destruction of an ecosystem. The main reason for lack of
facilities in such remote parts is, it’s difficult for governments of developing nations to
provide expensive rescue equipment across all regions. There is a need for less
expensive and proper rescue modes which could be useful in multiple natural
calamities. This topic of this thesis was inspired from many recent natural calamities
that have taken place all over the world.
An effort has been made through this project to develop a Wireless Unmanned
Rescue Vehicle named ROBOAT especially for rescue missions in Water. This vehicle is
also aimed to be used for various rescue Inspection purposes on land in all terrains. The
development stages of this prototype include many features already and a huge scope
for adding more in the future.

vii

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Aim
The main objective of this thesis was defined after observing the number of
increased natural calamities all around the world. This includes some recent incidents
like the Amazon rainforest, Kerala floods India, Australia wildfire, Bahamas’ Hurricane
etc.
Weather conditions are significantly changing with passing decades and hence
resulting in more powerful natural calamities. The 2019 Kerala Floods in India had
more than 9 districts affected, and more than 100 people lost their live. In 2018 the same
region was affected causing more than 470 people to lose their lives [1]. The Amazon
Rainforest fires in 2019 had a huge impact on the forest ecosystem and its habitats. Also,
several hurricanes in the recent past have caused a lot of destruction in various areas.
Though governments always put their best in overcoming such situations, there is
always a need for more manpower and good equipment resources for rescue operations
over widespread areas. The governments of developing nations strive hard to provide
these resources but are restricted to the buy the quantity that can fulfil the requirements
of all its regions due to the availability and high cost of these equipment. This became a
motivation towards the aim of this project to build a less expensive and effective
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machine which could be used for inspection and rescue operations in water and
inspection operations on land.
This report outlines the research and development work which has been
performed stage wise on the different mechanisms involved. It includes the detail
description of the hardware and software development with the parts and necessary
drive selection. The design methodology is elaborated with a brief elaboration of all the
components used.
Hence the focus of this project is to design an unmanned Robot which could be
operated wirelessly for rescue operations on both land and water as per the demand of
the situation. The Robot could be well equipped with necessary aid which could be
provided before the rescue teams reach the people in need after locating them
successfully. An attempt to make a fully functional prototype of the ROBOAT will be
made in order to test its capabilities.
1.2 Purpose and Capabilities of ROBOAT
These rescue operations that take place after natural calamities have certain
limitations in some developing countries. They require a lot of human intervention for
conducting rescue, many people need to be present and at such times it becomes
difficult for so many forces to reach on time. The main purpose of the rescue teams is to
use low risk methods to rescue the victims. At such times, some easy methods like
communication with the victim, reaching him on time and temporary relocation to a
safe place being some of the low-risk methods is important which will be attempted by
2

the help of this prototype [2]. The main aim of this thesis was to develop a light
weighted, automated vehicle that could travel in the water by using remote control to
save the life of the people stuck in water. It would be designed in such a way that it
could travel on land as well as water. It would have camera mounted on top which
would help in navigation and searching for victims, it would also have an audio video
module using which communication could take place between the victims and the
people on land [3]. It would have a rigid and aero foil structure that would bear the
force of rough waters and could also be also be able to cut through them. The structure
would be such that it could be easily dismantled if required in any conditions. The
material used for the construction of the vehicle would be of plastic, due to which there
would be no scope of rust on it. This vehicle has been intended to detect the location of
the people stuck at various locations in floods, with the help of its powerful jet
propulsion drive unit as its drive system. An audio video module is to be installed on
ROBOAT which will help in wireless communication with people in danger to instruct
them about basic instructions of safety till human help arrives. In such scenarios it can
also carry first aid kits or food if needed at priority basis.
The powerful drive unit of ROBOAT can drag another independent unit like a
rescue tube or buoy. When drowning or if a person is in danger, every second counts
hence, this feature could be brought into use to help the rescue teams on beaches, where
ROBOAT could reach the subject at faster speeds and helping the subject to hold on to
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the rescue buoy till human help arrives. (For future development of the ROBOAT this
feature is intended to be made autonomous in next versions of this prototype)
It has a capability to navigate in dangerous or compact zones at slow speeds
when it is on inspection operations where it is difficult for humans to reach. Also
attempts will be made to make this robot compatible with carrying a human and
bringing him safely to land in case there arises a situation to do so. After experiments
this section will be concluded with the specific results obtained.
1.3 Similar Previous Works
There have been previous attempts to make water rescue robots in the past. One
of the recent examples being the robot named EMILY. EMILY, an acronym for
Emergency Integrated Lifesaving Lanyard is a rescue robot designed to save the
swimmers stuck in water [4]. It is remote control operated and works on battery, once
dropped in the water from the shore, boat or helicopter. It uses an impeller propeller to
travel through water due to which it reaches victims in less time as compared to the
time taken by a lifeguard swimming in water to rescue. It is compact, is less expensive
to maintain compared to a manned boat. It has a maximum speed of 48km/hr, weighs
11 kg, is 1.4m long and 38cm wide. It can travel 10 km on a single battery charge and is
buoyant enough to save 5 people at a single time. Its body is made up of a high strength
Kevlar material, which helps it to navigate in sturdiest conditions.

4

Chapter 2: Drive System in Water
There are various propulsion systems used in boats in which use of propellers is
most common, may it be an inboard or an outboard engine system [5]. Inboard systems
are those in which the engines are mounted inside the boat hull and a transmission
shaft delivers motion to the propeller, whereas in outboard systems the engines are
placed outside the boats with propeller mounted on them.
Propeller is the common part in many of the water drive systems to convert
power from a power source into mechanical work and produce thrust [5]. The selection
of a drive system was very important as this vehicle needed to operate at high speeds
for rescue missions and was intended to carry rescue items like first aid kits, food, etc. If
outboard propellers were to be used, this would put the human’s life at risk if rescue
operations were to be done very close to human contact, hence a compact and powerful
system was needed, which led to the selection of a Jet drive propulsion system.
2.1 Jet Propulsion Drive
Jet propulsion drive is an inboard propulsion system in which the driving system
is mounted inside the hull of the boat. This drive system contains an inlet for water
which is located at the bottom of the boat. This being an axial flow, water entering
through the inlet has its pressure increased as it passes through the propeller blades
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after which it passes through a nozzle increasing its velocity and thus produces thrust
which then propels the boat forward at a high speed.
These propulsion drive systems are available in various types, ranging from
systems which have two, three, four and five propeller blades. A system having a
propeller with three blades was selected for this prototype because these propellers give
the best efficiency for boats which are up to 40 feet long [6].
The jet drive propulsion system used in the prototype for this project has various
parts like the main body of the water inlet system having an inner diameter of 40 mm
and it is made of 3mm thick ABS Plastic. This jet drive system has been specified to be
used for boats hulls up to 800mm width and 1200 mm length which perfectly fits the
design for the prototype used for this project [7] There are various jet propulsion drives
available, out of which this specific unit was selected due to some specific reasons one
of which being, it has a full ABS Plastic body which is the same as the rest of the boat
hull being used and is very lightweight in comparison with other drive systems in the
market having metal bodies which is not necessary for the application of this project.
There is a transmission shaft made of stainless steel which has the propeller mounted
on one of its ends and runs through the plastic body on the other end where the motor
would be mounted. This also includes a flexible aluminium shaft coupler having 6mm
inner diameter holes on both the sides to connect the shaft of the BLDC motor to the
propeller shaft.
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The other half of the water jet propulsion system includes the nozzle end which
has a steering assembly hinged at the end of the nozzle with the help of two dowel pins
and this part will be mounted on the outside of the boat hull concentric with the
propeller and the pipe outlet. The steering assembly consists of a steering connector to
which the steering shaft will be connected at one end and the other end will be passed
inside the hull of the boat to be connected to a steering servo motor.
The brass outlet on the nozzle end of this assembly is a part of the cooling system
for the BLDC motor that will be operating this jet drive system. When this jet drive is in
operation the water that will be exiting the nozzle at high velocity will also partially
pass through this brass outlet which will be connected through pipes to the small
conduits around the motor and then again outside of the boat hull, for cooling the
motor temperature while operation.

Figure 2.1 Parts of a Jet Drive Propulsion System.
7

2.2 Drive Motor and Control Unit
Water jet drive propulsion system uses a propeller, which rotates at very high
speeds to create thrust, that helps propel the boat forward at high speeds. For this
requirement there was a need for a motor that could deliver very high rotational
speeds. Brushed DC motors due to their brushes have a limitation of rotational speed.
Therefore, brushless motors were the first choice for this application. A 3180 KV
brushless DC motor with 4 poles was selected for this purpose [8].

Figure 2.2 Brushless DC Motor, 3180 KV.
The selection of this motor is based on certain specifications such as the size of
the boat hull used and the number of LiPo cells used in the battery. Motor size diameter
36mm and length 50-75mm is suitable for boat hulls ranging from 55cm to 86cm. Also
for a LiPo battery having 4 cells, a BLDC motor with a KV range of 1350-2365Kv is
suitable [9]. The dimension of the prototype boat hull being 55.9cm in length and 28cm
wide, the BLDC motor used for this prototype fits perfectly for this application also
because it perfectly fits the motor dimensions which is 36mm in Diameter and 60mm in
8

Length, and it could also be run in the range 1350-2365Kv which is below its maximum
3180Kv.
Table 2.1 BLDC Motor (Model 07E–3660-3180KV-BLUE)
Max voltage

18V

No Load current (7.4V)

2.7A

Kv(RPM/Volt)

3180KV

Motor

4 poles

As the 3180 KV Brushless DC motor operates at very high speeds it requires a
separate controller for proper functioning. A separate Electronic Speed Control Unit
was used which would communicate with the microcontroller based on the user data
and control the brushless motor based on the data received [10].

Figure 2.3 Electronic Speed Control Unit for Brushless DC Motor.
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Chapter 3: Flipping of Boats
A common problem that was faced during the testing stage of this prototype was
when driven at high speeds even slight obstacles in the water would cause the boat to
flip sometimes. This was a serious issue since if the boat is in the middle of the water
there was no way to bring it back except for another rescue boat. This would also cause
great trouble if the boat is on a rescue mission itself. Hence a mechanism needed to be
evolved that would flip the boat in the middle of the water without any outside
interference. An attempt has been made to design a mechanism for this purpose, again
this mechanism is to be tested in the final prototype and then concluded for its results.
3.1 Boat Flipping Mechanism
For flipping to be possible an object or device that could counteract the weight of
the boat would be needed. Inspiration was taken from pontoon tubes, floats that would
be able to provide buoyant force sufficient enough to rotate the boat around a pivot
point in line with its centre of gravity of the boat [11]. Hence two cylinders could be
tested upon in various situations with normal air pressure inside them as well as what
would happen if compressed air is filled inside them.
Hence two cylinders could be able to flip the boat, but to implement this there
was a need for a mechanism. The legs that are used for the ROBOAT for locomotion on
the ground were used for the flipping mechanism as well. This was possible by
10

mounting the two cylinders on the legs of the ROBOAT. Conceptually these cylinders
could also assist the boat to maintain stability in rough waters and help for flipping.
In implementing this there was a challenge since for suspension a hinge was
used at one of the joints where the legs connect to the boat hull which is explained in
detail in chapter 5. This hinge was helping the ROBOAT maintain four-point contact
when on ground and in rough terrains. Now to obtain a rapid motion during the
flipping mechanism this hinge needed to be disabled so that the shaft of the hinge
would cause the leg to rotate. For this purpose, a modified clutch mechanism was used
to engage the shaft of the hinge to a motor when in water. Basically, the use of DC
motors was considered for this purpose, but the mounting of the mechanism was
getting too bulky as shown in the Solid works model in Fig.3.3. This mechanism would
also assist in the stability of the boat which needed very slight adjustments helping the
floats to be on the surface of water which in turn help the boat to float. Such slight
adjustments were possible with a DC motor with the help of encoders, but this would
have made the mechanism even bulkier to be mounted outside the boat, also this would
increase the weight of the boat overall. Later the use of servo motors was considered
since these have a very good precision when it comes to control. Also due to their
Gearbox the stall torque achieved is also higher as compared to DC motors which
would provide more stability.

11

Figure 3.1 Flipping Servo Motor Mounting
The selection of these servo motor was based on some basic calculations taking
into consideration the motion of the legs when they will be travelling from Locomotion
position to the Vertical position above the boat.
Flipping Mechanism Servo Calculations for motion of the front leg in the fourth
quadrant.
Case 1: In this case, the legs are considered to be reaching the end position, where they
will be positioned above the boat when it will be operating in water. Once the legs reach
the final position the back leg of the Leg assembly will be Vertical as shown in the
Figure 3.1. In this section the maximum and minimum angle theta would be calculated,
for which the maximum and minimum values of Torque of the motor will then be
calculated, that is necessary to lift this Leg assembly to its final position.
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Figure 3.2 Final Position of Legs During Flipping
-M + 4.905*0.34cos(31.55+Ɵ) +4.905*0.34sinƟ = 0
M = 4.905*0.34 (sin Ɵ + cos(31.55+Ɵ)
𝑑𝑀
𝑑Ɵ

=0

4.90*0.34 [cos Ɵ + (cos 31.55* (-sin Ɵ) – (sin 31.55) (cos Ɵ)]
0 = A [cos Ɵ – B sin Ɵ – C cos Ɵ]
cos Ɵ [1-c] – B sin Ɵ = 0
sin Ɵ
cos Ɵ

=
=

𝐵
1−𝐶
cos 31.55
sin 31.55

tan Ɵ = 1.6286
Ɵ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 58.45°
max
M = 14.487 kg-cm

90 – 58.45 = 31.44 degrees
min
M = 16.586 kg-cm
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Hence ideally a servo of 17kgcm torque should be good for flipping of the leg
mechanism in the fourth quadrant at no load conditions if the front leg is at an initial
minimum angle of 31.44 degrees
Case 2: Flipping Mechanism Servo Calculations for motion of the front leg in the third
quadrant. In this section we will calculate the torque required for the motor when the
Leg assembly is in its position for Locomotion and the point at which it is going to start
flipping to the top position. This case has only been considered until the front leg
reaches a position parallel to the vertical.

Figure 3.3 Initial Position of Leg Assembly
-M – 0.5*0.34sin Ɵ + 0.5*0.34sin (121.55 -Ɵ) = 0
M = 0.5*0.34 (sin (121.55cos Ɵ – sinƟcos121.55 – sin Ɵ)
𝑑𝑀
𝑑Ɵ

=0

sin (121.55) (-sin Ɵ) – cos (121.55) (cos Ɵ) = 0
(-sin Ɵ) (sin 121.55) cos Ɵ [cos (121.55) +1] = 0
-tan Ɵ =

cos(121.55)+1
sin 121.55
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tan Ɵ = 0.55945
Ɵ = -29.225
Min
M = 14.146 kg-cm

119.225
max
M = 16.600 kg-cm

The above results show the minimum and maximum torque required for the
servo to flip the leg assembly in the third quadrant. Hence a servo motor having a
torque greater than 17kg-cm would be suitable for this application.
The flipping mechanism consists of two high torque servo motors driving the
shaft with the help of a pair of spur gears with a gear ratio of 1:1.
Table 3.1 Specifications of Servo Motor DS3235 35kg [12].
Operating Voltage
5-7.4 V
Stall torque (5V)

29kg/cm

Control System

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)

Gear ratio

373

Bearing

Double bearing

Motor

3-pole(s)

3.2 Modified Clutch Mechanism
When the ROBOAT transforms for operation from land to operation in water, to
limit the drag in water it must lift up the wheels. This is achieved by rotating the Leg
assembly around the pivot point where the Leg assembly is mounted upon. The
flipping mechanism is intended to work upon the same actuators. With the help of two
15

high torque servo motors attached to the shaft through a pair of spur gears torque is
transmitted to the Leg Assembly to obtain the required rotation. The details of the
initial design of the clutch mechanism are shown in the Solid works model in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Initial Clutch Mechanism.
The Initial clutch mechanism was planned to use a DC motor for rotating the Leg
Assembly. But a controlled and accurate motion was difficult to attain after
experimenting with DC motors. Also, exact co-ordination with two DC motors to rotate
about the same angle was also difficult. Hence the initial design of the Clutch
mechanism failed which led to modifications in this assembly. Then experiments were
done with a Servo motor, since accurate rotation was needed for this application.
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Figure 3.5 Modified Clutch Mechanism Exploded View
An exploded view of the final modified clutch mechanism is shown in Fig 3.2.
The modified clutch mechanism uses as Servo motor as the main actuator which has a
Spur gear A mounted on its shaft. consists of a Driving clutch cum gear that is driven
by another gear connected to the shaft of a high torque servo motor. Gear, a driven
clutch which will transmit the power to the shaft, springs that will help the clutch to
engage and maintain their contact. This mechanism also consists of a servo which
would help the clutch to engage and disengage.

17

Figure 3.6 Clutch Disengage Position
This clutch would remain in the disengaged positions when the ROBOAT is
operating on ground so that the shaft would be free to move and thus the suspension
system would be in action. The servo used to engage and disengage the Clutch has two
positions which are calibrated. During the disengage position it will be in the initial
position pressing the flange against the springs behind the Driven clutch so that the
clutches are not in contact.
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Figure 3.7 Clutch Engage Position
When entering water, the clutch would engage and start transmitting power to
the main shaft, thus enabling the flipping and floating mechanism to be activated. After
this the legs of the ROBOAT will be lifted over the hull to reduce drag in water and
locate the two cylinders into position where they can help with their work of stabilizing
the boat. The clutch would remain engaged throughout the water operations of the
ROBOAT and disengage only when the ROBOAT descends on ground again to achieve
four-point contacts. This system helps with the radial forces from the main flipping
mechanism shaft not to get directly transferred on the main driving shaft of the motor.
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3.3 Non-Clutch Side Assembly:

Figure 3.8 Non-Clutch Assembly Exploded View
The Non-Clutch assembly helps the Bot to hold one side of its leg assembly
steady when operating on land. It is always in engaged position unlike the Clutch side
Assembly. The Non-Clutch assembly consists of a Spur Gear mounted on a 35kgcm
servo motor as seen in section 3.1, which will be meshed with another spur gear
mounted on an 8 mm shaft that will have the Leg Assembly mounted on it. Further
modifications were made to this mechanism since the 35kgcm servo failed to rotate the
leg mechanism. Hence a new shell was designed with using 60kgcm servo motor
replacing the old motor.

20

Chapter 4: Suspension
If four wheels are mounted rigidly on a moving body, it is very difficult to obtain
a four-point contact even on surfaces which seem to be flat to the naked eye. Hence a
suspension system is important even for such small-scale prototypes. Conventional
suspension systems using springs in this case would have disadvantages as when
operating in water, humidity would corrode the springs and the mountings could have
been too complicated. The use of a pretty simple mechanism was needed in this case for
the suspension purpose of the ROBOAT. The Rocker Bogie mechanism was a good
example for attaining suspension easily but, initially it was designed for a six-wheel
point of contact [13]. Since the ROBOAT is four wheeled this mechanism was modified
for the same purpose.
Now since ROBOAT was four wheeled, a modified mechanism was used in
which a pair of legs on one side of the ROBOAT was attached to where the Non-Clutch
mechanism was hinged to the main hull. The stall torque of the servo helps this the
ROBOAT to be steady in horizontal position when on land. The other pair of legs is
hinged to the Clutch side mechanism of the boat hull and when operating on land the
Clutch Mechanism is in disengaged position. This allows the Clutch side Leg assembly
to swivel freely around the shaft of the Clutch mechanism being the pivot point thus
helping to maintain four-point contact.
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Figure 4.1 Suspension Hinges
4.1 V-slot Assembly
The Leg assembly mounted on the ROBOAT needed to be easily removable for
certain operations, for example if the boat is going to be operational only in water for
certain operations. For such situations the Leg assembly is made such that it can be
easily dismantled from the main hull of the Boat with the help of just two thumb screws
on each side.
The linear V-slot cross section guide provides support as well as a path for
adjustment for the leg assembly along the length of the boat. This gives easy
adjustments for the user, if one wants to adjust the center of mass after adding various
extensions or some other accessories to the model.
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The V-slot assembly as shown in the Figure 4.2 consists of 4 parts.

Figure 4.2 V-Slot Assembly Exploded View
For rescue operation in water for higher speeds, if the weight of the ROBOAT
needs to be reduced. The whole Leg mechanism can be taken off the Boat easily and
then individually without the Leg Mechanism the boat can operate in water at higher
speeds.
The assembly of this V-slot Mechanism is such that when it is assembled it also
helps the two parts of the hull to create a watertight seal so that there is less chances of
water entering the inside of the boat and damaging the electronics. In later stages the Vslot assembly can also be merged as a part of the boat hull to make the design more
compact.
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Chapter 5: Locomotion System
The ROBOAT is intended to be operating on land for various missions like
investigation operations for Disaster mapping and inspecting areas which are harmful
for humans [14]. When operating on land the ROBOAT would be operating with a fourwheel drive. The locomotion is achieved with the help of DC Motors and a gear train
including two gears. Selection of DC motors was an important aspect for the
Locomotion assembly based on the speed and torque requirements. The weight of the
total ROBOAT being 4.62kg, this is an important factor deciding the torque of the motor
required. For this prototype of the ROBOAT for land operation for inspections and
various purposes, the maximum speed for this scale of prototype is proposed to be
1m/sec. This speed has been proposed considering the battery limitation of a 14.8V,
1300mah LiPo battery for all the mechanisms and from safety point of view as well.
All the terms and calculations that will be done in this section are all inter related
and for the purpose of a prototype, initially some of the components like a DC motor
and Gear ratio of choice had to be considered based on their common use for such
applications. Calculations have been made considering these components after which
they were also practically tested on the prototype. Out of the several DC motors
available in the market, for the purpose of prototype and initial calculations, a very
commonly used DC motor for this kind of a robotic application was selected having a
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torque of 1.5 kgf.cm and 500 rpm. This motor will be finalised after verification of
calculations in the upcoming section. Detail specifications of the DC motor are shown
in the table below.
Table 5.1 LMioEtool DC Motor Specifications [15]
Rated Voltage
12V
Rated Current

0.37A

No load speed

500 RPM

Torque

2.4 Kgf.cm

Table 5.2 Specifications of Gear and Pinion.
Nomenclature Pinion (mm) Gear (mm)
Pitch Diameter

15.6

38.4

Number of teeth

26

64

Module

0.6

0.6

Outside Diameter

16.7

39.6

Inside Diameter

3.1

5

face width

5

6
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Figure 5.1 Spur Gears for Locomotion Assembly
5.1 Torque at Output Shaft
The torque from the motor will be transferred to the output shaft to the wheels
through the gear train. Torque at the output shaft can be calculated as below {b}. For
this calculation a wheel radius of 4.826 has been assumed, though the proper wheel
selection will be done in the later section.
Output shaft torque = Torque of motor x Gear ratio

[16]

= 2.4 kgf.cm x 2.461 = 5.906 kgf.cm
For moving the vehicle forward, the wheel will exert a horizontal force on the
ground. This force is calculated with the below formula
F = Torque at output shaft / wheel radius

[17]

= 5.906/ 4.826 = 1.2238 kgf.
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The below Table 5.2 calculations are done taking standard wheel diameters
available in the market, output shaft rpm taken as 100 rpm since the rpm of the motor
selected can be anywhere from 0 to 500rpm as per requirement and output wheel shaft
torque 5.906 kgf.cm as calculated in section 5.1.
Table 5.3 Linear Speed of Vehicle and Force Exerted for Different Wheel Diameters.
Diameter of
wheels (cm)

circumference of
wheels (cm)

Linear speed of
vehicle (m/sec)

Force exerted on
ground by the wheel
(kgf)

7.112

22.34300695

0.372383449

1.660854

7.62

23.93893602

0.398982267

1.550131

9.144

28.72672322

0.47877872

1.291776

9.652

30.32265229

0.505377538

1.223787

10.668

33.51451043

0.558575174

1.107236

11.684

36.70636856

0.611772809

1.010955

Table No. 5.2 shows, as the wheel diameter increases the overall linear speed of
the body increases as well. While the force exerted by the wheel on ground decreases
with increase in wheel diameter. This means the torque requirement would increase if a
wheel of larger diameter is selected to maintain good traction. So, selection of a wheel
greater in diameter would also demand a motor of greater torque, which would require
a motor while which consume more power.
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5.2 Wheel Selection
Proper selection of wheels was one of the important aspects of the ROBOAT
since it had to function efficiently in all terrains. The size of the wheels determines the
speed with which the vehicle will move on the ground. A wheel with more number of
treads distributed in an uneven pattern would give more better traction in any terrain it
would be operating.

Figure 5.2 All Terrain Rubber Wheel
Considering a case to find the speed at which the vehicle will travel on ground,
assuming a 3.8-inch wheel diameter. The rotational speed of the drive axle as 100rpm
D= Diameter of wheel = 3.8 inch = 96.52 mm
Circumference of the Wheel = pi x Diameter of the wheel [18]
= pi x 96.52 mm = 303.22 mm
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Linear speed of vehicle= Circumference of wheel x rotational speed of drive axle [18]
= 303.22 mm x 100 rpm = 30322 mm/min
= 30.32 m/min = 0.50 m/sec
The above calculations show that the vehicle would move at a speed of 0.5 m/sec
if a wheel of diameter 3.8 inch is selected getting an rpm of 100 mm at the output shaft.
The condition considered above is a no-load condition, as the load goes on increasing it
will be directly proportional to the reduction in speed
With reference to the sections 5.1, 5.2 and the wheel sizes available, table 5.2 has
been generated showing what effects wheel sizes will have on traction and speed of the
vehicle. There will also be some losses due to friction between parts of the assembly and
some other kind of losses if the wheels are not properly aligned. All such losses have
been assumed to be 35 % in this case in the table below and the final velocity of the
ROBOAT has been calculated with the selected Gear ratio, the wheel Diameter of 3.8
inches and the motor operating at a maximum speed of 500 rpm.
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Table 5.4 Velocity of ROBOAT at Different RPM of Motor.
Motor
RPM

RPM at output
wheel shaft

Expected no load
condition velocity

Velocity of ROBOAT
(including 35% losses)

200

81.25126955

1.010755076

0.6569908

250

101.5640869

1.263443846

0.8212385

300

121.8769043

1.516132615

0.9854862

350

142.1897217

1.768821384

1.149733899

400

162.5025391

2.021510153

1.313981599

450

182.8153565

2.274198922

1.478229299

500

203.1281739

2.526887691

1.642476999

The whole system is mounted as shown in fig 5.3. This type of mounting helps to
avoid transmitting radial forces from the wheel to the shaft of the motor directly.
When wheel is mounted on the shaft of the motor directly, the radial forces
would be directly transferred to the shaft of the motor hence reducing the life of the
motor as well as the efficiency. Hence the gears help to increase the torque as well as
keep the motor shaft safe since all the radial forces and any vibrations are beard by the
driven shaft.
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Figure 5.3 Locomotion Assembly Exploded View
5.3 Leg Assembly
The Leg Assembly consists of mainly 3 structural parts; the center part, left
extension and right extension. The left and right extension also contain slots that will
house the locomotion assembly. The design is such that the Locomotion assemblies can
be made in spare and in case one of the assemblies does not work or gets water inside, it
is possible to replace just the Locomotion assembly part within minutes by unplugging
the electrical connection near it and unscrewing a thumb screw. This feature would be
useful for rescue teams in case of emergency repairs.
All the parts form the Leg assembly are 3D Printed from PETG filament, which
gives it good rigidity even in the presence of UV rays or sunlight. When printing these
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parts there was a limitation of the size of the printing bed, therefore this assembly was
divided in three parts and then 3D printed. This assembly is mounted on the Clutch and
Non-Clutch Assembly on an 8mm steel shaft. The Fig 5.4 shows the exploded view of
the Leg Assembly with the Non-Clutch side Mechanism showing all separate parts that
would contribute towards the Leg Assembly.

Figure 5.4 Leg Assembly Exploded View
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Chapter 6: Control Unit and Modules
6.1 Specification of Control System
1. The device could be operated wirelessly over 5km in open condition.
2. The ROBOT is Convertible on both land and water.
3. Waterproof design Process to avoid short circuits and prevent failures.
4. If the receiver loses connection with the transmitter it will shut down all is
processed to avoid uncontrolled operation and wait for reconnection.
As per the demand of the project the research has been adopted in a format that
could lead to rapid prototyping with the best available resources in the market. It
involves a detail break down of the project demand and in-depth study of the resource
available.
6.2 Wireless Communication
Under this process the demand has been broken down to two wireless
technologies i.e. for wireless control signals and for wireless video feed.
6.2.1 LORA (Long Range) Communication
It is a spread spectrum modulation technology which is a derivative from chirp
spread spectrum (CCS) technology. LORA devices are wireless radio frequencies which
work on various frequencies and is a long-range wireless platform which have wide
area of applications. The ideal open area communication is typically around 10km.
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The Module which we have used in this project is the Ebyte E32-868T30D SX1276
868MHz 30dBm 1W LoRa Module. It is a point to point transparent transmission where
the receiver is verified with a unique address [19].
The basic wiring diagram when interfaced with the microcontroller is as shown
below.

Figure 6.1 Interfacing Diagram of LoRa Module
The Lora Module is a compact device which could be plug and play module if
designed with special connectors. A visual impression is shown below for reference.

Figure 6.2 LoRa Module
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6.2.2 FPV Wireless Video Interface
FPV provide a wireless video transmission solution for a range of up to 5km in
open condition. A block diagram is illustrated below for the same.

Figure 6.3 Video Interface Block Diagram
6.2.3

Transmitter TS835
The transmitter which is used for the system is TS835 FPV 5.8G 600MW 48CH.

It is a 48 Channel Module which is working at a frequency of 5.8 Giga Hertz. The gain
of the SMA antenna attached is 2db [20]. It supports a video format of NTSC / PAL.
The power consumption is approximately 600mW at 5km. The operation voltage is 12V
DC.
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Figure 6.4 Video Transmitter Module
6.2.4 Receiver RD945
The receiver which is used for the system is RD945 FPV Wireless 5.8G 48C
Receiver. It operates on a frequency of 5.8 Giga Hertz having 48 channels. The video
format it supports is NTSC / PAL. It has a display and 2 keys for switching the channel
and bands (A, B, C, D H & L) [21]. It is equipped with two antennas whose gain is 2db.
The maximum power consumption at 12V is 600mW.

Figure 6.5 Video Receiver Module
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6.2.5

Camera Module and Display
When the Roboat is operating remotely the operator can control it from a far

distance with the help of a Camera Module mounted on the Roboat. A small TFT
display is attached with the controller so that real time Video feed can help the operator
orient the machine properly. A high definition FPV 1200TVL CMOS Camera with
2.8mm lens interfaces with the transmitter for video feedback. At the receiver end an
AV input coloured support display is used to display the wireless video feed as shown
in Figure 6.7. The input to this display is obtained from the RD945 Receiver module
which itself receives wireless data from the ROBOAT. This display also needs a power
source which will be provided from the joystick board itself.

Figure 6.6 FPV CMOS Camera and AV Input TFT Colored Display
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Chapter 7: Motor Control and Drives
The project demands various actuators for various task at different locations of
the body of the ROBOAT. To control these actuators and provide them with the
appropriate current each time we receive data, control units would be required, about
which the following chapter is based on.
7.1 BLDC Motor and ESC
The turbine is attached with Turnigy AquaStar 3660-1700KV Water Cooled
Brushless Motor. It is a water-cooled three phase motor. The BLDC is controlled with a
high-power waterproof programmable ESC which have the power to provide a peak
current of 180A.

Figure 7.1 Turbine BLDC Motor
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The ESC is operated on a specific frequency at a particular duty cycle. A
frequency of 50HZ and a duty cycle of 1ms to 2ms where 1ms is used for minimum
RPM and 2ms for maximum RPM.

Figure 7.2 Waveform for ESC for BLDC RPM Control.
7.2 Servo Motor and Driver
Servo are high torque motors which are used for rotating at a particular angle.
They are generally of high torque and work on a PWM having a vary duty cycle from
1ms to 2ms at 50Hz frequency.
The system consists of 5 servo motors, the specifications and use of which are
elaborated below.
1. For flipping mechanism, two high torque, 35kgcm servo is used. This
servo has been attached on both the sides of the Robot and the turning
angles are, 0 to 270 degrees.
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2. The clutch mechanism is driven with a high torque servo motor, 35kgcm.
3. The turbine needs a steering mechanism which is achieved by using a
7kgcm torque servo at the rare end.

Figure 7.3 35 kgcm[22] and 7 kgcm Servo Model[23]
The servos are driven with a Servo Driver module. It has a constant current of 20A and
has an input voltage range of 6V-50.4V, 2-12 cells lithium battery pack. Its super fine
throttle resolution provides high accuracy linearity. It also has super smooth adjustable
start-up mode

Figure 7.4 Servo Driver Module [24]
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7.3 DC Motor and Driver
As the design is a four-wheel drive, it demands for four independent motors
which could provide sufficient torque to pull the ROBOAT also on uneven terrain. The
motors used are brushed Dc of 30kgcm torque.

Figure 7.5 Brushed DC Motor
The motors are driven by a 20A dual Cytron driver through which the rotation
and the speed of the motors could be controlled efficiently. The PWM frequency at
which the drivers are driven is 1KHZ and is operated at around 70 percent of its
maximum efficiency fora better life of the motor. The motor driver would also keep the
motor safe incase of a surge current that would randomly pass through the circuit by
short circuit or any other reason.
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Figure 7.6 Cytron 20A Dual Motor Driver [25]
7.4 Battery
The transmitter is powered with a 12V 1300mah LiPo rechargeable battery pack.
Also, the receiver control section is driven with a 9V, 850mah battery. The circuit that
goes to the receiver and transmitter through the battery, has a power regulator in
between and also a kill switch. These are in case of an emergency to kill power instantly
if anything goes wrong with the circuit, also the switch could be used for regular
purpose, turning the power on and off. The drives are powered with a 12v 6000mah
rechargeable battery.
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Chapter 8: Design Overview
The electronic design process comprises of the hardware development process
and the software development process. The demands have been broken down into
sections and the hardware have been selected accordingly.
8.1 Hardware Design Process
The hardware is designed such that the board could be both used as a transmitter
and as receiver. Only the required components are to pe placed in the transmitter and
receiver respectively. The microcontroller used is an ST microcontroller, TM32F072V8T6
which is an arm M0 family.
The schematic and layout are shown below.

Figure 8.1 Layout of the Trans/Receiver Board
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8.1.1 Transmitter Hardware Design
The transmitter compromises of the two-joystick left and right respectively, four
switch buttons for controls. The hardware is attached with a LoRa module for wireless
connectivity. The block diagram is attached below. A buzzer is also attached for an
emergency alarm.

Figure 8.2 Transmitter Block Diagram
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8.1.2 Receiver Hardware Design
The Receiver compromises of a single controller board which is responsible for
LoRa data reception processing and driving all the actuators as per the control signals.
The block diagram of the hardware is show below.

Figure 8.3 Receiver Block Diagram
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8.2 Software Design Process
8.2.1 Transmitter Software Design
The transmitter is programmed to continuously scan the inputs of the joystick
and keys and transmit the data frame periodically. It is taken care that no input data is
missed as all the inputs are pipelined sequentially. The flow char gives a clear
illustration of the software state machines.

Figure 8.4 Flow Chart for Transmitter.
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8.2.2 Receiver Software Design
The receiver is designed to accept the wireless data over Lora and is decrypted
for data extraction. As pe the data received the actions are performed accordingly. The
flow chart of the receiver is as shown below.

Figure 8.5 Flow Chart for Receiver
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The software development phase has been tested using data visualization on true
studio. The joystick mapping and variation have been monitored and verified on true
studio in real time.
8.3 Debugging and Programming
Programming and debugging have been the most important stage of the
development phase for cross verifying the algorithms and test cases in real time. The
Debugging hardware used was ST-Link/V2 which is provided by ST Company.
8.4 Summary
The software and hardware have been optimized stage wise as per the changes
and updates with respect to time. The hardware has been designed in a smart way that
the same board could be used both as a transmitter and receiver after mounting the
necessary required components.
The Software has been designed such that the algorithms could be modified, and
processes could be easily added or removed easily without disturbing the code flow.
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Chapter 9: Manufacturing and Assembly
9.1 3D Scanning
A 3D Scanner analyses a real-world object to collect data of its shape which can
be used to construct 3D-models of the object. This is useful in case of objects that need
to be printed but are really complex in structure due to which many subparts would be
required if the traditional method to construct it would be used. The 3D scanner creates
a point cloud of geometric samples on the surface which can be later used to extrapolate
the shape of the object. [26]. The boat had many curves and complicated structure
which needed to be converted to a CAD file. To achieve that the boat hull was 3D
scanned and then converted to a CAD file for further refinement and design.

Figure 9.1 3D Scanning
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9.2 3D Printing
3D Printing is a process of making a 3D solid object of any complicated shape
from a 3D model. The virtual model generated using a 3D scanner or CAD file is sliced
into thousands of layers to prepare for printing. Every slice of the object is read by the
printer and a layer by layer sheet of object is printed on each other. In the final print,
minimum or no sign of layering is visible. [27] The advantages of using 3D printing are
lower cost, great for rapid prototyping, more efficiency and more flexible and durable
objects.
PLA is a high strength and high modulus polymer which melts more easily as it
has a lower melting temperature. [28] It has various other advantages such as it is
inexpensive, is easy to print and produces no fumes. The major disadvantage of PLA is
that due to its low melting temperature, it is not suitable for higher temperatures as it
may soften or deform. It is also not suitable for applications which require toughness or
impact resistance.
Almost all the parts used to build this prototype are 3D Printed using different
plastic filaments. PLA being the most easily available and easy to print material was a
primary choice for most parts inside, but it had some disadvantages in this application.
PLA material does not hold good in the outside environment like direct sunlight, so for
parts that would come in direct contact with sunlight it was decided to move to another
filament.
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Figure 9.2 3D printed parts
PETG material is reinforced with carbon fiber which makes it an extremely stiff
and rigid material which has relatively light weight. [29] It has more thermal strength
and toughness as compared to PLA. It has better impact resistance, is ductile and is a
great material for printing large mechanical parts as it has almost no warping. Overall,
it combines the ease of use of a PLA filament and has the strength and durability of ABS
filament.
PETG is a favourite material for outside atmosphere. Hence due to its advantages
most of the parts are 3D printed using PETG filament. PETG has problem of sticking to
the bed when printing but that was also overcome with using a glass bed and some
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glue. Also, some parts were printed with ABS filament since stringing was an issue
while printing with PETG Filament. Since there were many structural member which
needed to be rigid an infill of more than 25% was needed in this case for all the
structural members. A total of 3257g of PETG filament was used for printing the parts
of the whole system.
9.3 Assembly
The BLDC is mounted onto the Jet Drive connecting both their shafts with the help of a
Flexible coupling. The jet drive is rigidly fixed to the boat hull. This was fixed so that
the attachment had to be waterproof so that the water should not leak inside and
damage the electronic board and batteries inside the system. The steering assembly
servo is also mounted on the side of the jet drive which will help in directing the boat
when operating in water.

Figure 9.3 BLDC and Jet Drive Mounted with Steering
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The Locomotion assembly as shown in the figure below consists of a DC motor
having an RPM of 1000 which is connected to a waterproof plug . A small pinion having
12 teeth is mounted on the shaft of the motor which would in turn rotate a gear which is
mounted on the main shaft. The main steel shaft having a diameter of 5mm has ball
bearings on both the sides of the casing for it to be stable throughout the operation. The
wheel is mounted onto this shaft with the help of a quarter pin and a 10-24NC threaded
nut. After attaching the wheel this whole assembly needs to be waterproof which will
be achieved by putting a thin foam on the inside of the shell where the two shells meet.,
just before assembly.

Figure 9.4 Locomotion Wheel Sub-Assembly
The Leg Assembly is mainly built of three sections: center section and the other
two symmetrical sections. These three sections have been attached to each other with
the help of slots and also fasteners because this required rigidity since it’s a structural
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member. The center part of this leg assembly would be mouted on an 8mm shaft which
is a part of the clutch mechanism. This leg assembly has provision for the locomotion
assembly to be mounted and dismantled from it just with the help of a thumb screw
incase if there is any issue and needs replacement making it user friendly. Most of the
material used to manufacture this structure is PETG and it is all 3D printed. Since PETG
has good structural strength and has a good UV resistance capability, it can be used
outdoor under direct sunlight as opposed to other material like PLA.

Figure 9.5 Leg Assembly with Locomotion Assembly
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Chapter 10: Testing and Results
In the following chapter, various tests were conducted on various sub-assemblies
of the prototype and their results are discussed. Most of the results are validated
through experiments and required parts were replaced depending on the results.
10.1 Jet Drive Propulsion Test
The first stage of testing was conducted for its operation in water after the
completion of the prototype. This was to test the capability of ROBOAT to drag an
object like a rescue float in water in given time. The jet drive system provides a very
high speed for the boat in water, to reach any person in need for rescue, dragging a
weight/ payload of 5lbs without affecting the performance. As the weight of the
payload goes on increasing it causes a reduction in speed of the boat. Maximum weight
that can be dragged in water by the boat is 11lbs for safe operations.

Figure 10.1 Operation of Jet Drive
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10.2 Locomotion Test
Second stage of testing conducted included the speed tests of ROBOAT in
different terrains like flat ground, sand/ beach, inclined surfaces, and off terrain when
operating with the Locomotion system. An inclination test has also been done after the
prototype was complete to check the ability of this bot to climb a specific slope if
needed in operations for inspection. The highest angle of inclination it could climb with
the existing DC motors is 30 degrees
10.3 Leg Mechanism Test
The boat flipping Mechanism was tested for the 270-degree angle if it could
reach with the help of the 35Kgcm servo, when having all the locomotion mechanism
mounted. During the experimental test results the servo was hardly able to lift up the
leg assembly as opposed to the theoretical calculations in Section 3.1.
Since experimental results did not satisfy this condition and hence a servo of 60Kgcm
torque was experimented with of which satisfactory results were obtained from the
60Kgcm torque servo after considering losses and full load conditions.
The flipping mechanism could not be implemented because of the weight of the boat
being higher as opposed to the proportion of the surface area in contact with the water.
If the surface area of the boat is to be increased in later prototypes it will help the
flipping mechanism a lot. Also, if the boat is to be flipped in water, a float having more
buoyant force should be mounted on the legs of the boat to help the boat flip, which is
possible only in lightweight or similar rescue boats like these.
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Figure 10.2 Test for Flipping Mechanism
10.4 Structural Analysis
The Leg Assembly is the main and the largest structural part in this assembly
which is mounted on the boat hull and has the Locomotion assemblies mounted on it.
During operation of ROBOAT on land when the Locomotion would be in operation, the
Leg assembly would be subjected to maximum stresses and deformation if any. This
analysis has been done in Solidworks which has been shown in the Figures below.
As seen in above Figure the intersection where the leg extension meets the bridge
support would be subjected to maximum stress of 1.213Mpa which is far within the
safety limits of PETG, the material that this part is made.
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Figure 10.3 Stress Results for Leg Assembly
Since the ROBOAT is in contact with the ground through the 4 wheels, the whole
weight of the prototype would be divided within these four wheels. Hence each part of
the Leg assembly is subjected to a force of 10.2/4= 2.55 lbs. In the Solidworks Analysis
this force has been considered to 3lbs per side of the Leg Assembly for any external
unaccounted forces when operating in rough terrain.
The Strain as shown in the Fig 10.4 show the Maximum and minimum strain at
the respective locations in the Leg Assembly.
The Deformation Results shown in the Fig 10.5 denote that the maximum
deformation in the Leg assembly is not more than 0.7 mm which is at the ends where
the Locomotion motors would be mounted, again which is within the safety limits.
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Figure 10.4 Strain Results for Leg Assembly

Figure 10.5 Deformation Results for Leg Assembly
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10.5 Buoyancy

Figure 10.6 Dimensions for Buoyancy
It is very important for the ROBOAT after having all the mechanisms mounted on it to
be able to float in water. For an object to float in water, the density of the object has to be
less than the density of the water displaced.
𝛿𝑜𝑏𝑗 < 𝛿𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑
Considering the complex design of the ROBOAT, the whole prototype is assumed to be
a cuboid for approximate calculations, having dimensions as shown in the Fig 10.6.
Density of the boat is given by
𝛿0 =

𝑚
𝑉

where 𝛿0 = density of boat
m = mass of the boat = 4.62 kg
V = volume of the boat = 0.559 x 0.178 x 0.280
= 0.02786 𝑚3
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𝛿0 =

𝑚
𝑉

=

4.62
0.02786

= 165.829 kg/𝑚3

Density of fresh water is, 𝛿𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = 1000 kg/𝑚3
This shows that density of the boat is far low than that of water. Hence this proves that
the ROBOAT will easily float on water. It is also important to know what part of the
ROBOAT will be submerged in water. Buoyancy force is equal to the weight of the
displaced liquid when the body is submerged in water.
BF = 𝑊𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = mg
δ=

𝑚
𝑉

, therefore m = δ x V

Substituting in BF equation
BF = 𝛿𝐿 x 𝑉𝐿 x g ………..eq(1)

where 𝛿𝐿 = density of liquid
𝑉𝐿 = volume of the portion submerged
g = gravitational force

Buoyancy force will also be equal to the weight of the object
BF = 𝑊𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 = mg = 𝛿𝑂 x 𝑉𝑂 x g …………..eq(2) where 𝛿𝑂 = density of object
𝑉𝑂 = volume of object
g = gravitational force
Comparing eq(1) and eq(2)
𝑊𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 = 𝑊𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝛿𝐿 x 𝑉𝐿 x g = 𝛿𝑂 x 𝑉𝑂 x g
𝛿𝐿 x (L x B x (x)) = 𝛿𝑂 x (L x B x h)
𝛿𝐿 x (x) = 𝛿𝑂 x h
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𝛿

x = h ( 𝑂)
𝛿𝐿

where x being the height of the portion of the boat submerged in water.
x = 0.178 x (

165.829
1000

)

= 0.178 x 0.1658
= 0.0295 m
Therefore approximately 2.95cms of the boat hull would be submerged in water when it
is standing at a fixed position even after all the assemblies are mounted on it.
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Chapter 11: Conclusion and Future Work
The Prototype designed and manufactured during this Thesis has given good
experimental results for the base frame the ROBOAT. The water jet turbine system has
shown such good experimental results that it went up to very high speeds up to
45km/hr when operational in water. When operating at high speeds when the BLDC is
operating above 2000rpm in water the steering mechanism does not respond that well
because of the water jet running out from the behind of the boat. This can definitely be
enhanced by putting a stronger material for the part where the nozzle is hinged to the
jet drive.
When on land operations the suspension on the model is working perfectly, no
matter what the terrain is. Except for in sand the wheels get trapped sometimes and the
Roboat would need assistance time and again. To overcome this the wheels can be
changed to a different size in later prototypes also the DC motor can be replaced with a
motor of higher torque for better traction and if the wheel size increases would also
benefit the traction in difficult terrains. It is easily overcoming small obstacles with the
size of the wheels mounted.
The Leg raising mechanism is working good except for the fact that there need to
be continuous supply of current to operate servo motors at their stall torque, where they
will hold the Leg Mechanism in its position above the ROBOAT when operating in
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water. A locking mechanism can be designed instead which will help lock the Leg
raising Mechanism once it reaches its desired place so that, the power from the batteries
is not consumed unnecessarily, which would give the Roboat more operating time
otherwise.
Limitations
Due to light weight the boat can be deflected in the harsh waters. As the range of
trans receiver is only 10km, cannot be operated beyond that distance. Human
intervention is required and cannot be operated without it. If lost in waters, cannot be
easily retrieved. Has the power to pull only one person at a time. Has wired charging
system due to which ROBOAT needs to be taken to nearest charging station whenever
battery is discharged. In case of severe impact, it may lead to cracks on surface which
may cause water leak
Future Scope
The ROBOAT can be enabled with GPS such that it can map any given area and
can come back to the shore on its own. It can be made fully automatic where no human
intervention is required for the operation and can sense if there is anyone trapped in the
nearby waters in order to rescue them. It can be operated using higher torque motors
such that more than one person can be pulled at a time. It can have a solar charging
system such that when the ROBOAT is on the shore, the batteries can get charged from
sunlight. A better-quality material with more impact withstanding capabilities can be
used such that the ROBOAT does not get damaged in case of severe impact. ROBOAT
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can be mounted with thermal cameras to detect the location of a person in danger and
can be autonomously directed in the desired direction. This feature would increase its
speed of reaching a subject in danger than manually controlling it which would be very
useful in emergency situations. A feature can also be added of auto flipping if ROBOAT
comes to know its orientation is upside down during an operation. This can be done by
using an accelerometer which can give inputs of the boat’s orientation to the
microcontroller, after which the flipping mechanism would be autonomously initiated.
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Appendix A: Coding and Software
The software development phase has been tested using data visualization on true
studio. The joystick mapping and variation have been monitored and verified on true
studio in real time.

Figure A1 Real Time Monitoring Over True Studio
Development IDE
The software has been designed in layer structure for feasibility in code
migration. The whole programming is done in attolic true studio.
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Figure A2 True Studio IDE for ST Microcontrollers
Also, the programming utility used for this project is the STM32 ST-Link Utility.

Figure A3 STM32 ST-Link Utility for Programming
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Reciever Board Code:
/**
******************************************************************************
* @file process.c
* @author PSC
* @version 01.00
* @date Dec 3, 2019
* @brief This file provides firmware functions to interface ....
* + This file has routines to ......
* + ......
******************************************************************************
* @attention
* @}
******************************************************************************
*/
/*
*******************************************************************************
* FILE HISTORY
*******************************************************************************
* Change : 01
* Author : PSC
* Date : Dec 3, 2019
* Brief : created file
*
*******************************************************************************
*/
/*
*******************************************************************************
* INCLUDE FILES
*******************************************************************************
*/
#include "app_process.h"
/*
*******************************************************************************
* PRIVATE MACROS & CONSTANTS
*******************************************************************************
*/
enum
{
DEBUG_LED_PRCS,
KEY_CONTROL,
DATA_COMM,
MOTOR_CNTRL_PRCS,
LORA_STATE,
BATT_PRCS
}process_t = DEBUG_LED_PRCS;
/*
*******************************************************************************
* PRIVATE VARIABLE DECLARATION
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*******************************************************************************
*/
/*
*******************************************************************************
* PRIVATE FUNCTION DECLARATION
*******************************************************************************
*/
/**
******************************************************************************
* @fn void Main_Process(void)
******************************************************************************
* @brief 1) This is the main process where the while loop starts execution.
* @note None
* @param None
* @retval None
******************************************************************************
*/
void Main_Process(void)
{
switch(process_t)
{
case DEBUG_LED_PRCS:
DebugLed_Prcs();
process_t = KEY_CONTROL;
break;
case KEY_CONTROL:
Key_prcs();
process_t = DATA_COMM;
break;
case DATA_COMM:
if(true == Lora_Config())
{
Comm_Prcs();
process_t = LORA_STATE;
}
else
{
process_t = DATA_COMM;
}
break;
case LORA_STATE:
if (true == Lora_CommPrcs())
{
process_t = MOTOR_CNTRL_PRCS;
}
else
{
process_t = DATA_COMM;
}
break;
case MOTOR_CNTRL_PRCS:
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Motor_ControlPrcs();
process_t = BATT_PRCS;
break;
case BATT_PRCS:
process_t = DEBUG_LED_PRCS;
break;
default:
break;
}
}// End of Main_Process
/*-------------------------------END OF FILE----------------------------------*/
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